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Hello,

My comments are as follows for the change regarding self review:

I agree with all of the bullet points that the ASB note, as on page 28/193 of the Proposed
Quality Management Standards, noted below for convenience:

I would suggest that instead of having a triannual review completed, that an annual
review be required. 

Adding another partner with expertise in my industry of audits would be very difficult to
obtain, as well as afford. I believe that changing the peer review to an annual basis would be
the best move for additional quality oversight and from an affordability standpoint. I am more
than happy, and comfortable, having an annual inspection performed. I assure you that my
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peers would agree in the specific niches they operate. 

An annual inspection would cost my firm approximately $10,000, as opposed to hiring another 
highly qualified CPA for approximately 100,000 per year, if not more based on the 
qualifications they need to perform quality audits.  Making the changes as stated in the ED 
would dramatically impact smaller firms and may push many to retire early or cut back on 
services, which would only impact the shortage of qualified CPAs to perform the needed 
audits of various industries. Many CPAs become sole practitioners or start smaller firms to 
offer services in just one industry or attestation area, which they are able to complete work 
more efficiently, with greater quality and profitably than their peers in medium to large firms. 

This will also affect many accounting majors that are considering becoming a CPA to start 
their own practice. Additional burdens will have to be overcome and they may see a venture 
off on their own as unattainable based on the additional changes, doubled with its 
affordability. The country is in dire need of more CPAs with the older generations retiring and 
leaving the field and accounting majors declining, as noted here in The CPA Journal in 2020 
https://www.cpajournal.com/2020/10/12/the-future-of-accounting-education/.

Many CPAs that were once considering purchasing a sole practice or small firm may also pass 
on the opportunity if the changes in the ED are passed. CPAs are usually very conservative 
and not the most risk taking individuals, so adding additional monetary and regulatory 
pressures on them may constrain the dream of having one's own practice.

After the annual peer review has  been made, this ED can be revisited within a few more years 
to see if this has assisted in audit quality.

Thank you for your time,

Shawn Pooler, CPA
Pooler CPA Group, LLC
P.O Box 153, Memphis, Indiana 47143
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